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Description

FIELD THE INVENTION AND RELATED ART:

[0001] The present invention relates to a process car-
tridge and an electrophotographic image forming appa-
ratus using it.
[0002] Here, the electrophotographic image forming
apparatus is an apparatus for forming an image on a
recording material using an electrophotographic type
process. Examples of the electrophotographic image
forming apparatus include an electrophotographic copy-
ing machine, an electrophotographic printer (for exam-
ple, a laser beam printer, an LED printer and so on), the
facsimile device, the word processor, and so on, for ex-
ample.
[0003] The process cartridge is a unit which integrally
contains at least a developing means and an electropho-
tographic photosensitive drum, and is made detachably
mountable to a main assembly of an electrophotographic
image forming apparatus. The developing device is a de-
vice which develops an electrostatic latent image formed
on the electrophotographic photosensitive drum by a de-
veloper.
[0004] Heretofore, in the electrophotographic image
forming apparatus using an electrophotographic image
forming process, process means which is actable on the
electrophotographic photosensitive drum and the elec-
trophotographic photosensitive drum are unified as a car-
tridge. A process cartridge type in which the cartridge is
detachably mountable to the electrophotographic image
forming apparatus main assembly is employed. Accord-
ing to this process cartridge type, a maintenance opera-
tion of the device is carried out by a user, without relying
on a service person, by which operativity is remarkably
improved. Then, this process cartridge type is used the
widely in the electrophotographic image forming appa-
ratus.
[0005] The light corresponding to image information of
a laser, LED, or a lamp is projected to the electrophoto-
graphic photosensitive drum in the electrophotographic
image forming apparatus. By this, the electrostatic latent
image is formed on a photosensitive drum. This electro-
static latent image is developed by the developing device.
The developed image formed on the photosensitive drum
is transferred onto the recording material. By this, the
image is formed on the recording material.
[0006] In JP 2001-255806 A (Pages 9-11 Figure 7-fig-
ure 14) a color electrophotographic image forming appa-
ratus of an in-line type which arranged a plurality of proc-
ess cartridges in the one array is described. A process
cartridge 40 comprises a drum unit 41 which has a pho-
tosensitive drum 44, and a developing unit 42 which has
a developing roller 68, and they are rotatably connected
with a swing center shaft 43. The photosensitive drum
44 is provided with a cartridge coupling 60 at an axial
end of the photosensitive drum 44. When the process
cartridge 40 is mounted to a main assembly of the appa-

ratus, the cartridge coupling 60 engages with a main as-
sembly coupling 61 provided in the main assembly of the
apparatus, and transmits a driving force. The driving
force is transmitted to the developing roller 68 through
an idler gear 65, 66 from an input gear 64 as a develop-
ment driving force transmission member provided on a
swing center 43 of the developing unit 42. Here, when
the process cartridge 40 is mounted to the apparatus
main assembly, the input gear 64 engages with a gear
67 provided in the apparatus main assembly, and re-
ceives the driving force. More particularly, drive trans-
missions of the photosensitive drum 44 and the devel-
oping roller 68 from the apparatus main assembly are
performed independently from each other.
[0007] US 2006/029435 A1 discloses a process car-
tridge according to the preamble of independent claim 1.
Further prior art is discussed in US 2006/034637 A1.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION:

[0008] Recently, the improvement of a further image
quality is demand. In a conventional example, an input
gear is provided at a swing center which is constant in
the position irrespective of the swinging movement of the
developing unit. Therefore, the drive transmission is car-
ried out to a developing roller through an idler gear from
the input gear, and it is necessary to provide a space for
it in a process cartridge. Therefore, a rotational accuracy
of the developing roller is influenced by the engagement
among the input gear, the idler gear and a main assembly
gear.
[0009] The present invention further develops a prior
art structures described above.
[0010] Accordingly, it is an object of the present inven-
tion to provide a process cartridge usable with an elec-
trophotographic image forming apparatus such that it can
be safely and smoothly detachably mounted to a main
assembly.
[0011] This object is achieved by a process cartridge
having the features of independent claim 1. An electro-
photographic image forming apparatus having such a
process cartridge is subject-matter of claim 19. Further
advantageous developments are set out in the depend-
ent claims.
[0012] The process cartridge is positioned by moving
a movable member in the direction crossing with a lon-
gitudinal direction of the process cartridge, wherein a re-
traction mechanism for a main assembly driving force
transmitting member for transmitting a rotational driving
force to the developing roller is simplified.
[0013] By positioning an engaging portion provided in
a shaft coupling member to a holding portion, a large
guide for engagement to the engaging portion and the
main assembly driving force transmitting member is un-
necessary, and the process cartridge and an electropho-
tographic image forming apparatus are downsized.
[0014] The image quality is improved by improving the
rotational accuracy of the developing roller.
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[0015] The object, features, and advantages of the
present invention will become more apparent upon con-
sideration of the following description of the preferred
embodiments of the present invention, taken in conjunc-
tion with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS:

[0016]

Figure 1 is a general arrangement of a color electro-
photographic image forming apparatus of an embod-
iment according to the present invention.
Figure 2 is a cross-sectional illustration of a process
cartridge.
Figure 3a is an illustration of a mounting operation,
to a main assembly of the apparatus, of the process
cartridge.
Figure 3b is an illustration of the mounting operation,
to the main assembly of the apparatus, of the process
cartridge.
Figure 3c is an illustration of the mounting operation,
to the main assembly of the apparatus, of the process
cartridge.
Figure 4 is an illustration of a supporting structure
for a developing roller.
Figure 5 is an illustration of a structure of an Oldham
coupling.
Figure 6a is a cross-sectional illustration of the Old-
ham coupling.
Figure 6b is a cross-sectional illustration of the Old-
ham coupling.
Figure 7a is an illustration of the structure of a cou-
pling in the process cartridge and the main assembly
of the apparatus.
Figure 7b is an illustration of the structure of the cou-
pling in the process cartridge and the main assembly
of the apparatus.
Figure 8a is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of mounting the process car-
tridge in a first embodiment to a main assembly of
the image forming apparatus.
Figure 8b is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of mounting the process car-
tridge in the first embodiment to the main assembly
of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 9a is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of mounting the process car-
tridge in the first embodiment to the main assembly
of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 9b is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of mounting the process car-
tridge in the first embodiment to the main assembly
of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 9c is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of mounting the process car-
tridge in the first embodiment to the main assembly
of the image forming apparatus.

Figure 10a is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at a time of positioning in the main assembly
of the image forming apparatus about the process
cartridge in the first embodiment.
Figure 10b is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of positioning the process car-
tridge in the first embodiment in the main assembly
of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 10c is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of positioning the process car-
tridge in the first embodiment in the main assembly
of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 11a is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of mounting the process car-
tridge in a second embodiment to the main assembly
of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 11b is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of mounting the process car-
tridge in the second embodiment to the main assem-
bly of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 12a is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of mounting the process car-
tridge in the second embodiment to the main assem-
bly of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 12b is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of mounting the process car-
tridge in the second embodiment to the main assem-
bly of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 13a is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of positioning the process car-
tridge in the second embodiment in the main assem-
bly of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 13b is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of positioning the process car-
tridge in the second embodiment in the main assem-
bly of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 14a is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of positioning the process car-
tridge in the second embodiment in the main assem-
bly of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 14b is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of positioning the process car-
tridge in the second embodiment in the main assem-
bly of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 15a is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of an image formation in the
second embodiment.
Figure 15b is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of the image formation in the
second embodiment.
Figure 16 is the Figure showing an electrophoto-
graphic image forming apparatus in a third embodi-
ment.
Figure 17 is an illustration in the state of mounting
the process cartridge in the third embodiment to the
main assembly of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 18a is an illustration in the state of mounting
the process cartridge in the third embodiment to the
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main assembly of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 18b is an illustration in the state of mounting
the process cartridge in the third embodiment to the
main assembly of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 18c is an illustration in the state of mounting
the process cartridge in the third embodiment to the
main assembly of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 19 is an illustration in the state of mounting
the process cartridge in the third embodiment to the
main assembly of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 20a is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of mounting a developing device
in a fourth embodiment to the main assembly of the
image forming apparatus.
Figure 20b is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of mounting the developing de-
vice in the fourth embodiment to the main assembly
of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 21a is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of mounting the developing de-
vice in the fourth embodiment to the main assembly
of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 21b is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of mounting the developing de-
vice in the fourth embodiment to the main assembly
of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 22a is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of positioning the developing
device in the fourth embodiment in the main assem-
bly of the image forming apparatus.
Figure 22b is an illustration of the state of the Oldham
coupling at the time of positioning the developing
device in the fourth embodiment in the main assem-
bly of the image forming apparatus.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS:

The first embodiment:

[0017] The embodiment of the process cartridge and
a color electrophotographic image forming apparatus
(image forming apparatus) according to a first embodi-
ment of the present invention will be described.

(General arrangement of image forming apparatus)

[0018] Referring to Figure 1, the description will first
be made as to a general arrangement of an image form-
ing apparatus. In addition, Figure 1 is a general arrange-
ment of the image forming apparatus according to this
embodiment.
[0019] Referring to Figure 1, the description will first
be made about the general arrangement of an electro-
photographic image forming apparatus (the image form-
ing apparatus) 100. As shown in Figure 1 four detachably
mountable process cartridges 7 (7a, 7b, 7c, 7d) are
mounted to the rear side by a mounting member (an un-

shown) from the front side of the Figure. In Figure 1, the
process cartridge 7 is inclined and juxtaposed relative to
a horizontal direction in the main assembly of the appa-
ratus 100A.
[0020] In each process cartridge 7, there are provided
an electrophotographic photosensitive drum (the photo-
sensitive drum) 1 (1a, 1b, 1c, 1d), and a charging roller
2 (2a, 2b, 2c, 2d), a developing roller 25 (25a, 25b, 25c,
25d), and a process means, such as a cleaning member
6 (6a, 6b, 6c, 6d), which are integrally disposed around
a photosensitive member drum 1. The charging roller 2
has the function of charging a surface of the photosen-
sitive drum 1 uniformly, and the developing roller 25 has
the function of developing and visualizes the latent image
formed on the photosensitive drum 1 with a toner. The
cleaning member 6 has the function of removing the de-
veloper which remains on the photosensitive drum 1, af-
ter transferring onto a recording material a developer im-
age formed on the photosensitive drum 1.
[0021] A scanner unit 3 for effecting the selective ex-
posure for the photosensitive drum 1 on the basis of the
image information, thereby forming a latent image on the
photosensitive drum 1 is provided below the process car-
tridge 7.
[0022] A cassette 17 which contains a recording ma-
terial S in the lower part of an apparatus main assembly
100A is mounted. There is provided a recording material
feeding means for an apparatus main assembly A to feed
the recording material S upwardly. In more detail, there
are provided a feeding roller 18 for carrying out the sep-
aration and feeding of the recording material S in the
cassette 17 one by one, and a conveying roller pair 19
for feeding the fed recording material S and a resist roller
pair 20 for providing the synchronism between the latent
image and the recording material S formed on the pho-
tosensitive drum 1. An intermediary transfer unit 5 as an
intermediary transfer means for transferring a toner im-
age formed on a photosensitive drum 1 (1a, 1b, 1c, 1d)
is provided above the process cartridge 7 (7a, 7b, 7c, 7d).
[0023] The intermediary transfer unit 5 includes a driv-
ing roller 21 and a follower roller 22, a primary transfer
roller 23 provided in the position opposed to each pho-
tosensitive drum 1 (23a, 23b, 23c, 23d), a secondary
transfer roller 24, an opposing roller 87 provided in the
position opposed to the secondary transfer roller 24, and
an intermediary transfer belt extended around those roll-
ers 5a. The intermediary transfer belt 5a is circulated so
that all the photosensitive drums 1 may be opposed and
contacted, and by applying the voltage to the primary
transfer roller 23, it effects the primary transfer onto the
intermediary transfer belt 5a from the photosensitive
drum 1. By a voltage application between the opposing
roller 87 disposed in the intermediary transfer belt 5a,
and the secondary transfer roller 24, the toner is trans-
ferred onto the recording material S from the intermediary
transfer belt 5a.
[0024] In the case of the image formation, each pho-
tosensitive drum 1 is rotated and the photosensitive drum
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1 uniformly charged by the charging roller 2 is exposed
to the selective by the scanner unit 3. By this, an elec-
trostatic latent image is formed on the photosensitive
drum 1. The latent image is developed with the develop-
ing roller 25. By this, a color developer image is formed
on each photosensitive drum 1. In synchronism with this
image formation, the resist roller pair 20 feeds the re-
cording material S to a secondary transfer position where
the opposing roller 87 and the secondary transfer roller
24 oppose to each other interposing therebetween the
intermediary transfer belt 5a. By applying an image trans-
fer bias voltage to the secondary transfer roller 24, each
color developer image on the intermediary transfer belt
5a is transferred secondarily onto the recording material
S. By doing so, a color image is formed on the recording
material S. The recording material S having the color
image is heated and pressed by a fixing portion 88, and
the developer image is fixed. Thereafter, the recording
material S is discharged to a discharging portion 90 by
the discharging rollers 89. The fixing portion 88 is dis-
posed at an upper portion of the apparatus main assem-
bly 100A.

(Process cartridge)

[0025] Referring to Figure 2, the process cartridge 7
according to this embodiment will be described. Figure
2 shows a major section of the process cartridge 7 which
contains a developer (the toner). A process cartridge 7a
which contains the toner of a yellow color, a process car-
tridge 7b which contains the toner of a magenta color, a
process cartridge 7c which contains the toner of a cyan
color, and a process cartridge 7d which contains the toner
of a black color, have the same structures.
[0026] The process cartridge 7 comprises a drum unit
26 (26a-26d) provided with photosensitive drum 1, charg-
ing roller 2, and cleaning member 6, and a developing
unit 4 (4a-4d) which has a development member.
[0027] The photosensitive drum 1 is rotatably mounted
through the bearing (unshown) in a cleaning frame 27 of
the drum unit 26. The charging roller 2 and the cleaning
member 6 are disposed around the photosensitive drum
1. The residual toner removed by the cleaning member
6 from a photosensitive drum 1 surface falls into a re-
moved toner chamber 27a. By transmitting a driving force
of a driving motor (unshown) which is a driving source to
the drum unit 26, the photosensitive drum 1 is rotated
correspondingly to an image forming operation. A charg-
ing roller bearing 28 is the movable in the direction of an
arrow D relative to the cleaning frame 27. A shaft 2j of
the charging roller 2 is rotatably mounted to charging
roller bearings 28, and the charging roller bearing 28 is
pressed by a charging roller pressing member 46 toward
the photosensitive drum 1.
[0028] The developing unit 4 which is a developing de-
vice comprises the developing roller 25 which is rotatable
in the direction of an arrow B and which contacts with the
photosensitive drum 1 and a developing device frame

31. The developing roller 25 is rotatably supported on
the developing device frame 31 through the bearing
members 32 (R "&", 32L) mounted to the ends of devel-
oping device frame 31. Around the developing roller 25
a toner supplying roller 34 rotated in the direction of an
arrow C in contact with the developing roller 25 and a
developing blade 35 for regulating a toner layer on the
developing roller 25 are provided. A toner feeding mem-
ber 36 for stirring the toner contained in a toner accom-
modating portion 31a of the developing device frame 31,
and for feeding the toner to the toner supplying roller 34,
is provided.
[0029] The developing unit 4 is connected with the
drum unit 26 rotatable with the center thereof aligned with
the shaft 37R, 37L engaged with a hole 32Rb, 32Lb of a
bearing member 32R, 32L. During an image formation
of the process cartridge 7 the developing unit 4 is urged
by a pressing spring 38, it is rotated about the shafts 37R,
37L, and the developing roller 25 is in contact with the
photosensitive drum 1.

(Mounting mechanism to main assembly of image form-
ing apparatus of process cartridge)

[0030] Referring to Figure 3, the mechanism for mount-
ing the process cartridge 7 of the present invention to the
apparatus main assembly 100A will be described.
[0031] Figure 3a is an illustration of the state before
the mounting, to the apparatus main assembly 100A, of
the process cartridge 7. In Figure 3a, the process car-
tridge 7 is entered in the direction of an arrow E through
an opening 82b of a front side plate 82 of the apparatus
main assembly 100A, and is mounted. Here, the direction
of E is a longitudinal direction of the process cartridge 7.
The longitudinal direction of the process cartridge 7 is an
axial direction of the photosensitive drum 1, and is also
the axial direction of the developing roller 25. At the time
of a mounting operation, while a guide portion 27b pro-
vided integrally on the cleaning frame 27 of the process
cartridge 7 is guided by the state where it is put on a
guide portion 81a of a guiding member 81 provided in
the main assembly of the apparatus 100A, it is mounted
in the direction of the arrow E. The guiding member 81
is a mounting member for mounting the process cartridge
7 dismountably.
[0032] Figure 3b is an illustration in the state where the
process cartridge 7 is mounted to a rear side plate 83 in
a mounting direction. When the process cartridge 7 is
advanced in the direction of the arrow E, an abutting por-
tion 27c provided integrally on the cleaning frame 27 con-
tacts to the rear side plate 83 of the main assembly of
the apparatus 100A, by which the things, the process
cartridge 7 is inserted to the rear side plate 83. By this,
the position with respect to the longitudinal direction of
the process cartridge 7 becomes settled, but in this state,
the process cartridge 7 is not completely positioned in
the apparatus main assembly 100A. More particularly, in
an up-down direction (the direction crossing with the lon-
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gitudinal direction of the process cartridge 7), the process
cartridge 7 is not positioned. The photosensitive drum 1
is not contacted to a transfer belt 5a of the intermediary
transfer unit 5, either.
[0033] Figure 3c is an illustration in the state where the
process cartridge 7 is completely set to the apparatus
main assembly 100A. After the process cartridge 7 is
mounted to the rear side plate 83 in the longitudinal di-
rection, the movable members 84R, 84L provided in the
apparatus main assembly 100A press a portion-to-be-
urged 27Ld, 27Rd provided integrally on the cleaning
frame 27 in the direction of an arrow F. The movable
member 84 R and 84 L is moved in interrelation with an
opening-closing cover (unshown) provided in an appa-
ratus main assembly 100 A. In mounting the process car-
tridge 7, the opening-closing cover (unshown) open and
closes the opening (unshown) provided in the apparatus
main assembly 100A. The positioning portions 27Re,
27Le provided integrally on the cleaning frame 27 contact
to an abutting portion 82a of the front side plate 82 of the
apparatus main assembly 100A, and to an abutting por-
tion 83a of the rear side plate 83, respectively, so that
the process cartridge 7 is positioned with respect to the
up-down direction. By this, the process cartridge 7 is com-
pletely positioned in the main assembly of the apparatus
100A. In addition, in this state, the photosensitive drum
1 and the transfer belt 5a are also contacted to each other.
[0034] In other words, the rear side plate 83 abutted
by the abutting portion 27c is a positioning portion with
respect to the longitudinal direction of the process car-
tridge 7. The abutting portions 82a, 83a abutted by the
positioning portions 27Re, 27Le are main assembly po-
sitioning portions for positioning the process cartridge 7
in the up-down direction.
[0035] When the process cartridge 7 is entered into
the inside of the apparatus main assembly 100A, a mov-
able member 84R, 84L can take first positions (the posi-
tion of Fig. 3a) which permit the entrance thereof. More
particularly, in the first position, the movable members
84R, 84L take the position for not projecting from the
guide 81a so that the entrance of the process cartridge
7 may not be prevented. At this time, the opening-closing
cover (unshown) is in the position for opening the opening
(unshown). The movable members 84R, 84L can take
the second positions (the positions of Fig. 3c) for pressing
the process cartridge 7 in the direction crossing with the
longitudinal direction (entrance direction) of the process
cartridge 7, in order to position the process cartridge 7
in the main assembly positioning portion. More particu-
larly, the movable member 84R, 84L is in the position
projected from the guide 81a. At this time, the opening-
closing cover (unshown) is in the position for closing the
opening (unshown). It moves to the position for closing
from the position for the opening-closing cover (un-
shown) to release more particularly, so that the things,
movable member 84 R and 84 L is moved to the second
position from the first position. More particularly, when
the process cartridge 7 shown in Fig. 3a is mounted in

the longitudinal direction, it can mount, spacing the pho-
tosensitive drum 1 from the transfer belt 5a, and there-
fore, the photosensitive drum 1 and the transfer belt 5a
do not rub with each other. The photosensitive drum 1
can be contacted to the transfer belt 5a by the movement,
to the second position from the first position, of the mov-
able member 84R, 84L.

(Supporting structure of developing roller in process car-
tridge, and Oldham coupling)

[0036] Referring to Figure 4 - Figure 6, the structure
and a supporting structure of the developing roller 25
using an Oldham coupling 48 as a shaft coupling member
in the acc process cartridge 7 according to this embodi-
ment will be described. Figure 4 shows one longitudinal
end of a supporting portion of the developing roller 25.
In Figure 4, a developing roller shaft 25j of the developing
roller 25 is in engagement rotatably with the inner surface
of a bearing portion 32Lc provided integrally on a bearing
member 32L. Between a rubber roller portion 25g of the
developing roller 25, and the bearing portion 32Lc, a reg-
ulation roller 47 for regulating a degree of contact to the
photosensitive drum 1 of the developing roller 25 is ro-
tatably engaged with the developing roller shaft 25j. Al-
though the supporting structure of a one longitudinal one
end of the developing roller 25 has been described so
far, the bearing portion is integrally provided in the bear-
ing member also to the other end, in the longitudinal di-
rection, and it engages rotatably with the other end of a
developing roller shaft.
[0037] Referring to Figures 5 and 6 the structure of the
Oldham coupling 48 which is the shaft coupling member
of this embodiment will be described. Here, in order to
describe the structure of the Oldham coupling 48, the
bearing member 32L is omitted.
[0038] In Figure 5, the Oldham coupling 48 comprises
a driven side engaging portion 48a, an intermediary en-
gaging portion 48b, and a driving side engaging portion
48c. The driven side engaging portion 48a is fixed to the
end of the developing roller shaft 25j here. As the fixed
method, it is possible to connect then by spring pins or
parallel pins. In Figure 5, a cut portion 25c is provided in
the end surface of the developing roller shaft 25j, and it
is cut into the configuration corresponding to a hole of
the driven side engaging portion 48a, and they are con-
nected. The driving side engaging portion 48c is rotatably
engaged with an engaging portion bearing member 49.
The driving side engaging portion 48c which is an en-
gaging portion is provided with the projections 48c1-48c4
engaged with the main assembly development coupling
53 (Figure 7) which is a second main assembly driving
force transmitting member of the apparatus main assem-
bly 100A. The Oldham coupling 48 transmits a rotational
driving force (a second rotational driving force) to the
developing roller 25 from the main assembly of the ap-
paratus 100A, permitting the deviation between the axis
of a main assembly development coupling 53 and the
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axis of the developing roller 25.
[0039] Referring to Figure 6, the structure of the Old-
ham coupling 48 will be described in more detail. Figure
6a is a sectional view as seen in the direction of an arrow
H of Figure 5, and Figure 6b is a sectional view as seen
in the direction of an arrow G of Figure 5.
[0040] In Figure 6a, the driven side engaging portion
48a is provided with an integral rib 48a1. The intermedi-
ary engaging portion 48b is provided with a groove
48ba1, and the rib 48a1 and the groove 48ba1 are in
engagement with each other for movement of the direc-
tion of the arrow G in Figure 5.
[0041] In Figure 6b, a rib 48c6 is integrally provided on
the driving side engaging portion 48c. The intermediary
engaging portion 48b is provided with a groove 48bc1,
and the rib 48c6 and the groove 48bc1 are in engagement
with each other for movement in the direction of the arrow
H in Figure 6.
[0042] Figure 7a shows the structure of a coupling pro-
vided in the process cartridge 7. The end surface of the
driving side engaging portion 48c of the Oldham coupling
48 provided in the developing unit 4 is provided integrally
with the projections 48c1-48c3 projected toward the axial
direction. A centering projection 48c4 which is an engag-
ing portion positioning portion for aligning the main as-
sembly coupling 53 and the axis with each other projects,
in the axial direction, from the end surface of the driving
side engaging portion 48c. The free end of the photosen-
sitive drum 1 is provided with a drum coupling 1c which
has a triangular prism configuration. A guide portion 49b
of the engaging portion bearing member 49 is guided,
for movement in the direction crossing with the axial di-
rection of the developing roller 25, in a groove 50a of a
side cover 50 fixed to the developing unit 4 by unshown
screws and so on. In other words, the driving side en-
gaging portion 48c is movable in the direction crossing
with an axis 25 of the developing roller 25.
[0043] Figure 7b shows the structure of the coupling
provided in the apparatus main assembly 100A. In Figure
7b, a drum drive coupling 66 which is a first main assem-
bly driving force transmitting member for transmitting the
driving force to the photosensitive drum 1 from the ap-
paratus main assembly 100A is provided with a hole 66a
which has the section of a substantially triangular shape.
After the process cartridge 7 is positioned in a main as-
sembly positioning portion 82a, 83a by a movable mem-
ber 84R, 84L, a coupling moving mechanism 66b moves
in the direction of an arrow m. By this, the drum drive
coupling 66 is moved together with the coupling moving
mechanism 66b toward the process cartridge 7 in the
direction of the axis of the photosensitive drum 1. When
the phase of the hole 66a of the drum coupling 1c and
the drum drive coupling 66 does not align, an end surface
1c1 of the drum coupling 1c and an end surface 66c of
the drum drive coupling 66 contact to each other. In that
case, the drum drive coupling 66 is retracted in the di-
rection of an arrow n against an urging force of a spring
66b1 provided in a movement plate 66b2. When the

phases of the drum coupling 1c and the hole 66a align
with each other by the rotation of the drum drive coupling
66, the drum drive coupling 66 is moved in the direction
of an arrow r by the urging force of the spring 66b1, and
the coupling 1c and the hole 66a are engaged with each
other. The rotational driving force (a first rotational driving
force) is transmitted to the photosensitive drum 1 by the
drum drive coupling 66. The process cartridge 7 shown
in Figure 3c is positioned in the main assembly position-
ing portion 82a, 83a by the movable member 84R, 84L,
by which the drum coupling 1c engages with the drum
drive coupling 66. Therefore, the drum drive coupling 66
is retracted until the process cartridge 7 is positioned in
the main assembly positioning portion 82a, 83a. There-
fore, the above described coupling moving mechanism
66 is used.
[0044] On the other hand, the main assembly devel-
opment coupling 53 is only urged toward the process
cartridge 7 by pressing members 53c, such as a com-
pression spring, in the direction parallel with the axis of
the developing roller 25. The developing roller 25 is pro-
vided with the Oldham coupling 48. Therefore, as shown
in Figure 3b, before the process cartridge 7 is positioned
in the main assembly positioning portion 82a, 83a, the
main assembly development coupling 53 and the Old-
ham coupling 48 are engageable with each other. When
the process cartridge 7 enters the apparatus main as-
sembly 100A, the driving side engaging portion 48c may
deviate from the axis of the developing roller 25, as long
as it positions in the position for engagement with the
main assembly development coupling 53. Therefore, a
retraction mechanism in the main assembly development
coupling 53 does not need to be a coupling moving mech-
anism which is used by the drum drive coupling 66, and
therefore, a simple structure is satisfactory.
[0045] The detailed structure of the main assembly de-
velopment coupling 53 will be described. The main as-
sembly development coupling 53 is provided with the
holes 53b1, 53b2, 53b3. The main assembly develop-
ment coupling 53 is urged in the direction parallel with
the axis of the developing roller 25 by the pressing mem-
bers 53c, such as the compression spring, toward the
process cartridge 7.
[0046] When the driving side engaging portion 48c and
the main assembly development coupling 53 engage with
each other at the time of the entrance into the apparatus
main assembly 100A of the process cartridge 7, the phas-
es may not align between the projections 48c1-48c3 and
the holes 53b1-53b3 In such a case, the free end of a
projection 48c1-48c3 contacts to portions other than a
hole 53b1-53b3, and retracts in the axial direction against
the urging force of the main assembly development cou-
pling 53 and the pressing member 53c. However, when
the phases of the projections 48c1-48c3 and the holes
53b1-53b3 align by the rotation of the main assembly
development coupling 53, the main assembly develop-
ment coupling 53 is advanced by the urging force of the
pressing member 53c. Then, the projections 48c1-48c3
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and the holes 53b1-53b3 engage with each other, and
the centering boss 48c4 and the centering hole 53b4
which is a transmission member positioning portion en-
gage with each other, so that the axis (a rotation axis) of
the driving side engaging portion 48c and the main as-
sembly development coupling 53 align with each other.
When the phases align between the projections
48c1-48c3 and the holes 53b1-53b3, they engage with
each other so that the rotational driving force is transmit-
ted to the developing roller 25.
[0047] Here, the rotational driving forces to the drum
drive coupling 66 and the main assembly development
coupling 53 are supplied from a motor (unshown) provid-
ed in the apparatus main assembly 100A. It is the satis-
factory using the one motor for all a process cartridges,
or the one motor may cover all the process cartridges.
[0048] As has been described hereinbefore, the driving
force is directly inputted to the developing roller 25 from
the apparatus main assembly 100A independently of a
driving input to the photosensitive drum 1. Therefore, a
rotational accuracy of the photosensitive drum 1 is free
from the influence of the rotation of the developing roller
25, and, furthermore, the rotational accuracy of a devel-
oping roller 25 per se is improved, and therefore, an im-
age quality can be improved.

(Operation of Oldham coupling at the time of process 
cartridge mounting to main assembly of image forming 
apparatus)

[0049] Referring to Figure 8 - Figure 10, the operation
of the Oldham coupling 48 at the time of the mounting to
a main assembly of the image forming apparatus 100A
in the process cartridge 7 of the present invention will be
described. Figure 8a is a view, as seen from a down-
stream side (with respect to mounting direction), of the
process cartridge 7 (Figure 3a) mounted toward the rear
side plate 83. Figure 8b is a sectional view as seen from
a longitudinal end surface (the arrow V1).
[0050] As shown in Figure 8b, an axis 53a of the main
assembly development coupling 53 of the apparatus
main assembly 100A deviates from an axis 25k of the
developing roller 25 of the process cartridge 7. In more
detail, when the process cartridge 7 enters the apparatus
main assembly 100A, the photosensitive drum 1 and the
developing roller 25 can be lowered so that the photo-
sensitive drum 1 and the transfer belt 5a may not rub.
The main assembly development coupling 53 is provid-
ed, so that when the process cartridge 7 is positioned in
the main assembly positioning portion 82a, 83a, the axis
25k of the developing roller 25 and the axis 53a substan-
tially align with each other. The driving side engaging
portion 48c is urged by a urging member 54 through the
engaging portion bearing member 49, and is positioned
in a holding portion 27f provided in the cleaning frame
27. By this, an axis 48c5 of the driving side engaging
portion 48c is disposed at the position substantially
aligned with the axis 53a, so that when the process car-

tridge 7 is set, the driving side engaging portion 48c en-
gages with the main assembly development coupling 53
easily. More particularly, the driving side engaging por-
tion 48c is positioned in the holding portion 27f, so that
when the process cartridge 7 enters in the apparatus
main assembly 100A, the axis 48c5 is in the position near
the axis 53a of the main assembly development coupling
53 than the axis 25k. The distance between the axis 48c5
and the axis 25k of the developing roller 25 here is D1.
It is not necessary to provide a large guide of a for the
engagement in the engaging portion 48c and the main
assembly development coupling 53 by therefore, posi-
tioning an engaging portion 48c in the holding portion
27f, and therefore, a downsizing of the process cartridge
7 and an electrophotographic image forming apparatus
100 can be accomplished. The urging member 54 is used
in order to urge the engaging portion bearing member
49. However, by mounting an elastically deformable elas-
tic portion integrally on the engaging portion bearing
member 49, the engaging portion bearing member 49
may be contacted to the holding portion 27f.
[0051] Figure 9a is a view, as seen from the down-
stream side (with respect to mounting direction), of the
process cartridge 7 (Figure 3b) mounted to the rear side
plate 83 of the apparatus main assembly 100A. Figure
9b is a sectional view as seen from a longitudinal end
surface (an arrow V2).
[0052] As shown in Figure 9a, when the process car-
tridge 7 is mounted to the rear side plate 83, while being
guided on the guiding member 81 of the apparatus main
assembly 100A, the process cartridge 7 is not pressed
by the movable member 84 yet. For this reason, the proc-
ess cartridge 7 is not completely positioned in the appa-
ratus main assembly 100A, but the photosensitive drum
1 spaces from the transfer belt 5a.
[0053] As shown in Figure 9b, when the phases of the
projections 48c1-48c3 and the holes 53b1-53b3 in this
state, do not align relative to each other, a contact portion
49b is contacted and positioned in a main assembly lock-
ing member 85 provided in the main assembly of the
apparatus 100A in place of the holding portion 27f. When
the contact portion 49b is positioned by the main assem-
bly locking member 85, it is guided by an inclined surface
85a provided at the free end of the main assembly locking
member 85 Figure 9b. Therefore, a gap is provided be-
tween the contact portion 49b and the holding portion
27f. Here, the driving side engaging portion 48c is in en-
gagement with the engaging portion bearing member 49
rotatably. Therefore, the driving side engaging portion
48c is positioned in the main assembly locking member
85 through the engaging portion bearing member 49.
Therefore, a distance D2 between the axis 48c5 and the
axis 25k of the developing roller 25 here is smaller than
above described D1. The main assembly development
coupling 53 is pushed by the projections 48c1-48c3 of
the driving side engaging portion 48c to retract in the
direction (the axial direction) of an arrow J in the Figure.
[0054] As shown in Figure 9c, after inserting to the rear
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side plate 83 (Figure 3) of the process cartridge 7, in the
case where the phases of the projections 48c1-48c3 and
the holes 53b1-53b3 align with each other, the projec-
tions 48c4 and the holes 53b4 engage with each other,
so that, the driving side engaging portion 48c is posi-
tioned. In that case, the contact portion 49b of the en-
gaging portion bearing member 49 and the main assem-
bly locking member 85 are spaced from each other.
Therefore, the distance D3 between the axis 48c5 and
the axis 25k of the developing roller 25 here is smaller
than the above described distances D1 and D2.
[0055] Figure 10a is the Figure as seen from the down-
stream side (with respect to mounting direction) of the
process cartridge 7 positioned in the main assembly po-
sitioning portion 82a, 83a by the pressing by the movable
member 84R, 84L (Figure 3c). Figure 10b is a sectional
view as seen from the side surface (an arrow V3) in the
longitudinal direction about Figure 10a.
[0056] As shown in Figure 10a, the cleaning frame 27
of the process cartridge 7 receives a force from the mov-
able member 84, so that it is urged in the direction of an
arrow. By this, a cartridge positioning portion 27g1 con-
tacts to the abutting portion 83a of a rear side plate of
the main assembly of the apparatus 100A, so that the
process cartridge 7 is completely positioned in the main
assembly of the apparatus 100A, and contacts the pho-
tosensitive drum 1 and the transfer belt 5a with each oth-
er. The axis 25k of the developing roller 25 is substantially
aligned with the axis 53a of the main assembly develop-
ment coupling 53. Here, the cartridge positioning portion
27g1 is a part of a drum bearing 27g which supports the
photosensitive drum 1 rotatably provided in the cleaning
frame 27. The contact portion 49b of the engaging portion
bearing member 49 is contacted and stopped by the main
assembly locking member 85, or the projection of (Figure
10b) and the driving side engaging portion 48c 48c4,
[0057] The hole 53b4 of the main assembly develop-
ment coupling 53 engages, and the driving side engaging
portion 48c is positioned (Fig. 10c). I For this reason,
even if the process cartridge 7 moves in the direction of
the arrow, the driving side engaging portion 48c regulates
in the movement, and therefore, it is not moved together
with the process cartridge 7. Therefore, in a movement
direction (the direction of the arrow) of the process car-
tridge 7, to position the main assembly locking member
85 at a downstream of the main assembly development
coupling 53. Therefore, the distances D4 (Figure 10b)
between the axis 48c5 and the axis 25k of the developing
roller 25 and the distance (D5 Fig. 10c) are smaller above
described D1, D2, D3.
[0058] As shown in Figure 10b, when the phases of
the projections 48c1-48c3 and the holes 53b1-53b3 do
not align with each other the projections 48c1-48c3 align
with the holes 53b1-53b3 in the phase by the rotation of
the main assembly development coupling 53. And, the
driving side engaging portion 48c and the main assembly
development coupling 53 engage with each other. As
shown in Figure 10c, on the other hand, if the holes

53b1-53b3 and the phases by which the projections
48c1-48c3 of the driving side engaging portion 48c are
provided in the main assembly development coupling 53
align with each other, the driving side engaging portion
48c and the main assembly development coupling 53 are
in engagement with each other. The rotational driving
force (second rotational driving force) is transmitted to
the driving side engaging portion 48c by the rotation of
the main assembly development coupling 53.
[0059] As has been described hereinbefore, in the
structure for positioning in the main assembly positioning
portions 82a, 83a by in movable members 84R, 84L in
the direction crossing with the entrance direction of the
process cartridge 7, the retraction mechanism for the
main assembly development coupling 53 can be simpli-
fied, and therefore, the image forming apparatus 100 can
be downsized.
[0060] By positioning the driving side engaging portion
48c provided in the Oldham coupling 48 in the holding
portion 27f, there is no need of providing the large guide
for the engagement in the driving side engaging portion
48c and the main assembly development coupling 53.
Therefore, the downsizing of the process cartridge 7 and
the electrophotographic image forming apparatus 100
can be accomplished.
[0061] Although the example which uses the Oldham
coupling 48 has been described in this embodiment, it is
the satisfactory also using another coupling (for example,
lateral coupling) and so on which has the effect of ab-
sorbing a rotational variation produced when an input
portion and an output axis (rotation axis) are deviated
from each other.

Second embodiment:

[0062] In a cartridge according to a second embodi-
ment, the description will be made, referring to Figures
15 - 11, about the operation of an Oldham coupling at
the time of the mounting to a main assembly of the image
forming apparatus. In the description of this embodiment,
the same reference numerals as in the foregoing Em-
bodiments are assigned to the elements having the cor-
responding functions in this embodiment, and the de-
tailed description thereof is omitted for simplicity.
[0063] Figure 11a is a view, as seen from the down-
stream side (with respect to mounting direction), of the
process cartridge 7 (Figure 3a) mounted toward the rear
side plate 83, and Figure 11b is a sectional view as seen
from the longitudinal end surface (an arrow V4).
[0064] As shown in Figure 11a and Figure 11b, in the
state in the course of the process cartridge 7 being guided
and mounted to the guiding member 81 of the apparatus
main assembly 100A it is not pressed by the movable
member 84. For this reason, it is not completely posi-
tioned in the apparatus main assembly 100A. The devel-
oping unit 4 is provided with a spacing holding member
86 for retaining the developing unit 4 in a spaced position
for spacing the developing roller 25 relative to the pho-
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tosensitive drum 1 in the state of a process cartridge 7
alone. Similarly to the first embodiment, the developing
unit 4 is urged in the direction with which the developing
roller 25 contacts to the photosensitive drum 1 with the
center thereof aligned with the shaft 37 by a pressing
spring (unshown). However, the spacing holding mem-
ber 86 is in engagement a hole 27e provided in the side
surface of the cleaning frame 27, and therefore, the de-
veloping unit 4 is rotated in the direction of an arrow L
with the center thereof aligned with the shaft 37, so that
it is retained in the spaced position. The position of the
spacing holding member 86 at this time is an engagement
position.
[0065] However, the engaging portion bearing mem-
ber 49 is urged in the direction (the direction of arrow I
in the Figure) crossing with the axis 25k of the developing
roller 25 by the urging member 54. Therefore, the contact
portion 49b of the engaging portion bearing member 49
is contacted to the holding portion 27f provided in the
cleaning frame 27 of the process cartridge 7, so that the
position of the engaging portion bearing member 49 is
determined. The axis (the rotation axis) 48c5 of the driv-
ing side engaging portion 48c and the axis 25k of a de-
veloping roller are deviated from each other. In view of
this, similarly to the first embodiment the photosensitive
drum 1 and the developing roller 25 are lowered so that
the photosensitive drum 1 and the transfer belt 5a may
not rub with each other at the time of the entrance into
the apparatus main assembly 100A of the process car-
tridge 7. For this reason, similarly to the first embodiment,
the main assembly development coupling 53 is provided,
so that at the time of the positioning of the process car-
tridge 7 relative to the main assembly positioning portion
82a, 83a, the axis 25k of the developing roller 25 and the
axis 53a substantially align with each other.
[0066] The holding portion 27f is provided on the clean-
ing frame 27 on which the photosensitive drum 1 is
mounted, and the contact portion 49b contacts to this
holding portion 27f for the positioning. For this reason,
the engaging portion bearing member 49 is positioned
with the high position accuracy relative to the photosen-
sitive drum 1 mounted with the high position accuracy
relative to the apparatus main assembly 100A. More par-
ticularly, if the process cartridge 7 is in this state, further
entered as shown in Figure 11b, an axis 48b5 of the driv-
ing side engaging portion 48c is disposed at the axis 53a
and the substantial position to conform so that it is easy
to engage the driving side engaging portion 48c with the
main assembly development coupling 53. More particu-
larly, the driving side engaging portion 48c is positioned
on the holding portion 27f, so that in the case of the en-
trance into the inside of the apparatus main assembly
100A of the process cartridge 7, the axis 48c5 is closer
to the axis 53a of the main assembly development cou-
pling 53 than the axis 25k. Here, the distance between
the axis 48c5 and the axis 25k of the developing roller
25 is S1. The engaging portion 48c is positioned in the
holding portion 27f, and therefore, it is not necessary to

provide the large guide for the engagement in the engag-
ing portion 48c and the main assembly development cou-
pling 53, and the downsizing of the process cartridge 7
and the electrophotographic image forming apparatus
100 can be accomplished.
[0067] Figure 12a shows a view, as seen from the
downstream side (with respect to mounting direction), of
the process cartridge 7 (Figure 3b) mounted until it ran
against the rear side plate 83. Figure 12b is a sectional
view as seen from the longitudinal end surface (an arrow
V5).
[0068] It is not pressed by the movable member 84 in
the state shown in Figs. 12a and 12b. For this reason,
the process cartridge 7 is not positioned in the main as-
sembly positioning portion 82a, 83a of the main assembly
of the apparatus 100A, and therefore, the photosensitive
drum 1 is in the state that it spaced from the transfer belt
5a. At this time, the axis 53a of the main assembly de-
velopment coupling 53 and the axis 25k of the developing
roller 25 are deviated from each other.
[0069] As shown in Figure 12b, when the phases of
the projections 48c1-48c3 and the holes 53b1-53b3 do
not, in this state, align with each other, the contact portion
49b is contacted and positioned in the main assembly
locking member 85 in place of the holding portion 27f. At
the time of the contact portion 49b being positioned by
the main assembly locking member 85, it is guided by
the inclined surface 85a provided at the free end of the
main assembly locking member 85 Figure 11b. There-
fore, the contact portion 49b is spaced from the holding
portion 27f. The driving side engaging portion 48c of the
Oldham coupling 48 is in engagement the engaging por-
tion bearing member 49 rotatably here. Accordingly, the
driving side engaging portion 48c is positioned in the main
assembly locking member 85 through the engaging por-
tion bearing member 49. Therefore, the distance be-
tween the axis 48c5 and the axis 25k of the developing
roller 25 here is smaller than above described S2 S1.
The main assembly development coupling 53 is pushed
to the projections 48c1-48c3 of the driving side engaging
portion 48c, and is retracted in the direction (the axial
direction) of the arrow J in the Figure.
in the state where the process cartridge 7 has been set
even to a backside version 83 (figure 3), in the case where
the phases of the projections 48c1-48c3 and the holes
53b1-53b3 align with each other, the situation is the same
as the case of Figure 9c, and therefore, the detailed de-
scription is omitted here.
[0070] As shown in Figure 12b, a main assembly re-
leasing member 87 contacted with the spacing holding
member 86 when the process cartridge 7 mounts to the
apparatus main assembly 100A in the longitudinal direc-
tion, is provided in the apparatus main assembly 100A.
Before the mounted process cartridge 7 is positioned in
a main assembly positioning portion 82b, 83a, the main
assembly releasing member 87 contacts with the spacing
holding member 86, so that the engagement between
the spacing holding member 86 and the hole 27e is re-
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leased. The position of the spacing holding member at
this time 86 is a releasing position. When the spacing
holding member 86 is released, the developing unit 4
moves to a contact position, so that the developing roller
25 can contact to the photosensitive drum 1. However,
in the state where the process cartridge 7 is usually set
to the apparatus main assembly 100A, a spacing mech-
anism 91 provided in the apparatus main assembly 100A
contacts to a force receiving portion 31b of the developing
device frame 31. Therefore, even if the spacing holding
member 86 is released after the process cartridge 7 is
mounted to the apparatus main assembly 100A, the de-
veloping roller 25 is not contacted to the photosensitive
drum 1.
[0071] Figure 13a is a view, as seen from the down-
stream side (with respect to mounting direction), of the
process cartridge 7 positioned in the main assembly po-
sitioning portion 82a, 83a of the apparatus main assem-
bly 100A by the movable member 84. Figure 13b is a
sectional view as seen from the longitudinal end surface
(an arrow V6).
[0072] As shown in Figure 13a, the cleaning frame 27
of the process cartridge 7 receives the force from the
movable member 84, and is urged in the direction of ar-
row I. By this, the cartridge positioning portion 27g1 con-
tacts to the abutting portion 83a of the rear side plate of
the apparatus main assembly 100A, so that the process
cartridge 7 is positioned in the apparatus main assembly
100A, and the photosensitive drum 1 and the transfer
belt 5a are contacted to each other. Here, the cartridge
positioning portion 27g1 is a part of drum bearing 27g,
for rotatably supporting the photosensitive drum 1, pro-
vided in the cleaning frame 27. The contact portion 49b
of the engaging portion bearing member 49 is contacted
and locked by the main assembly locking member 85, or
the driving side engaging portion 48c is positioned by the
engagement between the projection 48c4 provided in the
driving side engaging portion 48c, and the hole 53b4 pro-
vided in the main assembly development coupling 53. I
For this reason, even if the process cartridge 7 moves in
the direction of the arrow, the driving side engaging por-
tion 48c is retained in the position of Figure 12, and it
does not move together with the process cartridge 7. I
Therefore, the main assembly locking member 85 is po-
sitioned downstream of the main assembly development
coupling 53 with respect to the movement direction (the
direction of an arrow) of the process cartridge 7. Here....
S3 is smaller than above described S1 and S2 in the
distance between axis 48c5 and axis 25k of the devel-
oping roller 25.
[0073] The force receiving portion 31b provided in the
developing unit 4 continues receiving the force in the di-
rection of an arrow N from the spacing mechanism 9, and
therefore, the developing unit 4 is maintained at the
spaced position by which the developing roller 25 is
spaced from the photosensitive drum 1.
[0074] Figure 14a is a view, as seen from the down-
stream side (with respect to mounting direction), of the

cartridge which moves to the contact position where the
developing roller 25 contacts to the photosensitive drum
1 by the rotation of the developing unit 4 by the operation
of spacing mechanism 91. Figure 14b is a sectional view
as seen from the longitudinal end surface (an arrow V7).
[0075] As shown in Figure 14a, the spacing mecha-
nism 91 moves in the direction of an arrow P, and spaces
from the force receiving portion 31b of the developing
unit 4, and therefore, the developing unit 4 is rotated in
the direction of an arrow Q about the shaft 37 according
to the force of a pressing spring 3 (Figure 2). As shown
in Figure 14b, the developing unit 4 moves to the contact
position where the photosensitive drum 1 and the devel-
oping roller 25 contact to each other. The axis 25k of the
developing roller 25 is also substantially aligned with the
axis 53a of the main assembly development coupling 53.
The distance S4 between the axis 48c5 and the axis 25k
of the developing roller 25 here is smaller than above
described S1, S2, and S3.
[0076] Figure 15a is a view as seen from the down-
stream side (with respect to mounting direction) of the
process cartridge 7 in the time of the image formation.
Figure 15b is a sectional view as seen from the end sur-
face (an arrow V8) in the longitudinal direction.
here, when the phases of the projections 48c1-48c3 and
the holes 53b1-53b3 do not align with each other, the
projections 48c1-48c3 align in the phases with the holes
53b1-53b3 by the rotation of the main assembly devel-
opment coupling 53. Therefore, the main assembly de-
velopment coupling 53 and the driving side engaging por-
tion 48c engage with each other, and the rotational driving
force (second rotational driving force) of the apparatus
main assembly 100A is transmitted to the developing roll-
er 25. In this state, the projection 48c5 provided integrally
on the driving side engaging portion 48c and the hole
53b4 provided in the main assembly development cou-
pling 53 engage with each other, and therefore, the axis
53a of the main assembly development coupling 53 and
the axis (the rotation axis) 48c5 of the driving side en-
gaging portion 48c align with each other. Similarly, the
axis (the rotation axis) 25k of the developing roller 25
substantially aligns with the axis 53a. The contact portion
49b of the engaging portion bearing member 49 is spaced
from a main assembly locking portion 85.
[0077] As has been described hereinbefore, in this em-
bodiment, in addition to the effects of the first embodi-
ment, even if it mounts the process cartridge 7 with the
state where the photosensitive drum and the developing
roller 25 spaced from each other, the engaging portion
48c and the main assembly development coupling 53 of
a shaft coupling member 48 engage smoothly with each
other, and therefore, a mounting property is improved.
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Third embodiment:

(Spacing mechanism at the time of remounting process 
cartridge)

[0078] A spacing mechanism for mounting again the
process cartridge 7 once removed from the apparatus
main assembly 100A to the apparatus main assembly
100A will be described. In the description of this embod-
iment, the same reference numerals as in the foregoing
embodiments are assigned to the elements having the
corresponding functions in this embodiment, and the de-
tailed description thereof is omitted for simplicity.
[0079] As shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15, the spac-
ing holding member 86 is released from the hole 27e of
the cleaning frame 27 in the process cartridge 7 taken
out from the main assembly of the apparatus 100A.
Therefore, the developing unit 4 is in the contact position
and the photosensitive drum 1 and the developing roller
25 are in contact with each other. When the process car-
tridge 7 is demounted from the main assembly of the
apparatus 100A, the image forming operation of the elec-
trophotographic image forming apparatus 100 finishes.
As shown in Figure 13, in order to move the developing
unit 4 to the spaced position, the spacing mechanism 91
contacts it to a spacing force receiving portion 31b. With
this state of the spacing mechanism 91, the process car-
tridge 7 is demounted from the main assembly of the
apparatus 100A, and the developing unit 4 returns to the
contact position. However, when the process cartridge 7
is again mounted to the apparatus main assembly 100A,
the spacing force receiving portion 31b of the developing
unit 4 positioned at the contact position abuts to the side
surface of the spacing mechanism 91, and therefore, the
process cartridge 7 cannot be mounted to the apparatus
main assembly 100A. In order to prevent this, when the
removed process cartridge 7 is remounted, the develop-
ing unit 4 is made to move to the spaced position before-
hand
[0080] Referring to Figure 16 - Figure 19, the structure
for this will be described. As shown in Figure 16 and
Figure 17, the apparatus main assembly 100A is provid-
ed with a mounting opening 87 for mounting the process
cartridge 7. The apparatus main assembly 100A is pro-
vided with a spacing guide portion 92 which can be con-
tacted to a projection 31d provided integrally with the
spacing force receiving portion 31b provided in the de-
veloping unit 4 of the process cartridge 7.
[0081] As shown in Figure 18a, before the process car-
tridge 7 enters the apparatus main assembly 100A, the
developing unit 4 is in the contact position, and therefore,
the photosensitive drum 1 and the developing roller 25
are in contact to each other. As shown in Figure 18b,
when the process cartridge 7 is mounted to the apparatus
main assembly 100A, a guide portion 27b provided inte-
grally on the cleaning frame 27 is first guided to a main
assembly guide member 81 provided in the apparatus
main assembly 100A. The projection 31d provided in the

developing device frame 31 contacts to a bevelled portion
92a of the spacing guide portion 92. As shown in Figure
18c, when the process cartridge 7 is entered further, the
developing unit 4 rotates in the direction of the arrow J
about a back bearing member 15. Then, the developing
unit 4 moves to the spaced position (arrow K), and the
developing roller 25 spaces with the photosensitive drum
1. As shown in Figure 19, when the process cartridge 7
is positioned in a main assembly of the image forming
apparatus 100, the spacing force receiving portion 31b
is contacted to the spacing mechanism 91 disposed at a
mounting direction downstream of the spacing guide por-
tion 92. In that case, the developing unit 4 is in the spaced
position, and while the developing roller 25 is kept spaced
from the photosensitive drum 1, the process cartridge 7
can be mounted to the main assembly of the image form-
ing apparatus 100. In this case, a force clearance 31e
provided in a mounting direction upstream of the process
cartridge 7 of the force receiving portion 31b has the con-
figuration for not interfering with a mounting guide portion
84. By this, the developing unit 4 can move to the contact
position, without interfering with a spacing guide portion
84.
[0082] As has been described hereinbefore, also in this
embodiment, the effects similar to the second embodi-
ment are provided,
[0083] In addition to the effect in the first embodiment,
even if it mounts the process cartridge 7 in the state where
the photosensitive drum 1 and the developing roller 25
spaces from each other, the driving side engaging portion
48c and the main assembly development coupling 53
engage with each other smoothly, and therefore, the
mounting property is improved.

Fourth embodiment:

[0084] In the above described embodiment, the proc-
ess cartridge 7 is mounted to the apparatus main assem-
bly 100A. However, the present invention is preferably
applicable, also when only the developing device is de-
tachably mountable to the apparatus main assembly
100A.
[0085] Referring to Figure 22 from Figure 20, the op-
eration of the Oldham coupling at the time of mounting
a developing device 4 to the apparatus main assembly
100A will be described as a fourth embodiment. In the
description of this embodiment, the same reference nu-
merals as in the foregoing Embodiments are assigned
to the elements having the corresponding functions in
this embodiment, and the detailed description thereof is
omitted for simplicity.
[0086] Figure 20a shows the state before mounting the
developing device 4 to the apparatus main assembly
100A in the longitudinal direction of the developing device
4. Figure 20b shows the section as seen from the side
surface (an arrow V9) in the longitudinal direction.
[0087] In Figure 20a and Figure 20b, the driving side
engaging portion 48c is urged by the urging member 54
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through the engaging portion bearing member 49. The
driving side engaging portion 48c is positioned in a hold-
ing portion 31f provided in the developing device frame
31 through the engaging portion bearing member 49.
Therefore, similarly to the case shown in the first embod-
iment, also before the developing device 4 is positioned,
the Oldham coupling 48 is in the engageable position
with the main assembly development coupling 53. By
this, the developing roller 25 has lowered so that the rub-
bing between the developing roller 25 and the photosen-
sitive drum 1 is prevented at the time of an entrance to
the apparatus main assembly 100A of the developing
device 4. More particularly, when the developing device
4 enters in the apparatus main assembly 100A, the driv-
ing side engaging portion 48c is positioned in the holding
portion 31f, so that the axis 48c5 is in the position nearer
the axis 53a of the main assembly development coupling
53 than the axis 25k. By positioning the engaging portion
48c in the holding portion 31f, it is not necessary to pro-
vide the large guide for the engagement in the engaging
portion 48c and the main assembly development cou-
pling 53, and therefore, the downsizing of the developing
device 4 and the electrophotographic image forming ap-
paratus 100 is accomplished, and it gets. The distance
between the axis 48c5 and the axis 25k of the developing
roller 25 here is L1.
[0088] Figure 21a is an illustration showing the devel-
oping device 4 set to the rear side plate (unshown) of the
apparatus main assembly 100A. Figure 21b is a sectional
view as seen from the longitudinal end surface (an arrow
V10).
[0089] As shown in Figure 21a, after the developing
device 4 is guided to the guiding member 81 of the ap-
paratus main assembly 100A, it mounts to the rear side
plate (unshown), and in this state, it is not pressed by the
movable member 84 of the apparatus main assembly
100A. Therefore, the developing roller 25 spaces from
the photosensitive drum 1.
[0090] As shown in Figure 21b, when the phases of
the projections 48c1-48c3 and the holes 53b1-53b3 are
not aligned each other, in this state, the contact portion
49b is contacted and positioned to the main assembly
locking member 85 provided in the apparatus main as-
sembly 100A in place of the holding portion 31f. When
the contact portion 49b is positioned by the main assem-
bly locking member 85, it is guided into the state shown
in Figure 21b by the inclined surface 85a provided at the
free end of the main assembly locking member 85. Here,
the driving side engaging portion 48c of the Oldham cou-
pling rotatably engages with the engaging portion bearing
member 49. Therefore, the driving side engaging portion
48c is positioned in the main assembly locking member
85 through the engaging portion bearing member 49.
Therefore, a distance L2 between the axis 48c5 and the
axis 25k of the developing roller 25 here is smaller than
above described L1. The main assembly development
coupling 53 is pushed on the driving side engaging por-
tion 48c, and is retracted in the direction (the axial direc-

tion) of the arrow J in the Figure.
[0091] When the phases of the projections 48c1-48c3
and a holes 53b1-53b3 align with each other, the projec-
tion 48c4 provided in the driving side engaging portion
48c and the hole 53b4 provided in the main assembly
development coupling 53 engage with each other, and
the driving side engaging portion 48c is positioned. In
that case, the contact portion 49b and the main assembly
locking member 85 of the engaging portion bearing mem-
ber 49 space from each other.
[0092] Figure 22a shows a view which shows the state
where the developing device is positioned in the appa-
ratus main assembly 100A by the movable member 84.
Figure 22b shows a view of the state as seen from the
longitudinal end surface (an arrow V11).
[0093] As shown in Figure 22a, by the developing de-
vice frame 31 of the developing device 4 receiving the
force and being urged in the direction of the arrow from
the movable member 84, regulation rollers 47 provided
at the ends of the developing roller 25 contact to the pho-
tosensitive drum 1. The developing device 4 is complete-
ly positioned in the apparatus main assembly 100A, and
the developing roller 25 and the photosensitive drum 1
are contacted to each other. And, the axis 25k of the
developing roller 25 is substantially aligned with the axis
53a of the main assembly development coupling 53.
Here, when the developing device moves in the direction
of the arrow, the contact portion 49b of the engaging por-
tion bearing member 49 is contacted and locked by the
main assembly locking member 85, or the projection
48c4 and the hole 53b4 engage, and the driving side
engaging portion 48c is positioned in the main assembly
development coupling 53. For this reason, even if the
developing device 4 moves in the direction of the arrow,
the driving side engaging portion 48c is retained in the
position of Figure 21, and it does not move together with
the developing device 4. Therefore, the developing de-
vice 4 positions the main assembly locking member 85
at the downstream of the main assembly development
coupling 53 with respect to the movement direction of
the movable member 84. Therefore, the distance L3 be-
tween the axis 48c5 and the axis 25k of the developing
roller 25 is smaller than above described L1 and L2 here.
[0094] Here, when the phases of the projections
48c1-48c3 and the holes 53b1-53b3 do not match, the
projections 48c1-48c3 of the coupling and the phases of
the holes 53b1-53b3 match relative to each other, as
shown in Figure 22b by the rotation of the main assembly
development coupling 53. Then, the driving side engag-
ing portion 48c and the main assembly development cou-
pling 53 engage. On the other hand, if the projections
48c1-48c3 of the driving side engaging portion 48c align
with the holes 53b1-53b3 provided in the main assembly
development coupling 53 in the phases, the driving side
engaging portion 48c and the main assembly develop-
ment coupling 53 are in engagement with each other.
The rotational driving force is transmitted by the rotation
of the main assembly development coupling 53.
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[0095] As has been described hereinbefore, in the
structure for positioning in the main assembly positioning
portion 82a, 83a by the movable members 84R, 84L in
the direction crossing with the entrance direction of the
developing device 4, the retraction mechanism of the
main assembly development coupling 53 can be simpli-
fied, and the electrophotographic image forming appa-
ratus 100 can be downsized.
[0096] The engaging portion 48c provided in the shaft
coupling member 48 is positioned in the holding portion
31f, and therefore, it is not necessary to provide the large
guide for the engagement in the engaging portion 48c
and the main assembly development coupling 53, and
the downsizing of the developing device 4 and the elec-
trophotographic image forming apparatus 100 can be ac-
complished.
[0097] In this embodiments, the description is made
about the examples which use the Oldham coupling, it
is the satisfactory also using another coupling (for exam-
ple, lateral coupling) and so on which has the effect of
absorbing the rotational variation produced when the axis
(the rotation axes) of the input portion and the outputting
part deviate from each other.
[0098] As has been described hereinbefore, according
to the present invention, the retraction mechanism of the
main assembly driving force transmitting member for
transmitting the driving force to the developing roller can
be simplified.
[0099] It is not necessary to provide the large guide for
the engagement in the engaging portion and the main
assembly driving force transmitting member, and the
downsizing of the process cartridge and the electropho-
tographic image forming apparatus can be accomplished
by positioning, to the holding portion, the engaging por-
tion provided in the shaft coupling member.
[0100] Furthermore, the rotational accuracy of the de-
veloping roller can be improved, and therefore, the image
quality can be improved.

Claims

1. A process cartridge (7) detachably mountable to a
main assembly (100A) of an electrophotographic im-
age forming apparatus, said process cartridge com-
prising:

(i) a drum unit (26);
(ii) a developing unit (4); and
(iii) an urging member (54, 49),

wherein said drum unit includes:

(i-i) an electrophotographic photosensitive drum
(1),
(i-ii) a holding portion (27f), and
(i-iii) a drum coupling member (1c), provided on
one axial end of said electrophotographic pho-

tosensitive drum, for engaging with a first main
assembly drive transmission member (66) pro-
vided in the main assembly of the apparatus and
transmitting a first rotational driving force to the
electrophotographic photosensitive drum, when
said process cartridge is mounted to the main
assembly of the apparatus,

wherein said developing unit (4) includes:

(ii-i) a developing roller for developing an elec-
trostatic latent image formed on said electropho-
tographic photosensitive drum with a developer,
and
(ii-ii) a shaft coupling member (48) for transmit-
ting a second rotational driving force from a sec-
ond main assembly driving force transmission
member (53) provided in the main assembly with
a deviation permitted between an axis of the sec-
ond main assembly drive transmission member
and an axis of said developing roller, said shaft
coupling member including (ii-iii) an engaging
portion (48c) for engaging with the second main
assembly drive transmission member and re-
ceiving the second rotational driving force, and

wherein said engaging portion is movable in a direc-
tion crossing with the axis of said developing roller;
characterized in that
said shaft coupling member is provided on one axial
end of said developing roller;
said urging member urges said engaging portion in
the crossing direction toward said holding portion;
when said process cartridge enters the main assem-
bly of the apparatus, said engaging portion is posi-
tioned to said holding portion;
when said process cartridge is moved by movement
of a movable member provided in the main assembly
of the apparatus from a first position to a second
position, said engaging portion is positioned to a
main assembly locking member provided in the main
assembly of the apparatus and said process car-
tridge is positioned to a main assembly positioning
portion provided in the main assembly of the appa-
ratus; and
a distance between an axis of said engaging portion
and an axis of said developing roller is smaller when
said process cartridge is positioned to the main as-
sembly positioning portion than when said engaging
portion is positioned by said holding portion.

2. A process cartridge according to Claim 1, wherein
said engaging portion is positioned to said holding
portion by being urged in the crossing direction when
said process cartridge enters the main assembly of
the apparatus.

3. A process cartridge according to Claim 1 or 2, where-
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in when said process cartridge is moved by the
movement of said movable member from said first
position to said second position, said engaging por-
tion is urged in a direction crossing with said axis of
the said developing roller to be positioned to the main
assembly locking member.

4. A process cartridge according to any one of Claims
1 to 3, wherein when said process cartridge enters
the main assembly of the apparatus, said engaging
portion is positioned to said holding portion so that
axis of said engaging portion is closer to the axis of
the second main assembly driving force transmis-
sion member than the axis of said developing roller.

5. An apparatus according to any one of Claims 1 to 4,
wherein said process cartridge is configured such
that when said process cartridge enters the main as-
sembly of the apparatus, said electrophotographic
photosensitive drum is spaced from a transfer belt
provided in the main assembly of the apparatus, and
when said process cartridge is positioned to the main
assembly positioning portion, said electrophoto-
graphic photosensitive drum is contacted to the
transfer belt.

6. A process cartridge according to any one of Claims
1 to 5, wherein said holding portion is provided on a
frame (27) of said drum unit.

7. A process cartridge according to Claim 6, wherein
said electrophotographic photosensitive drum is
mounted in said frame (27) of said drum unit (26).

8. A process cartridge according to Claim 6 or 7, where-
in said frame of said drum unit includes a drum bear-
ing for rotatably supporting said electrophotographic
photosensitive drum.

9. A process cartridge according to Claim 8, wherein
said drum bearing is adapted to engage with the main
assembly positioning portion to position said process
cartridge.

10. A process cartridge according to any one of Claims
6 to 9, wherein said frame (27) of said drum unit (26)
includes a removed toner chamber (27a) for storing
toner removed from said electrophotographic pho-
tosensitive drum (1).

11. A process cartridge according to any one of Claims
1 to 10, further comprising an engaging portion bear-
ing member (49) for supporting rotatably said engag-
ing portion and movable in the crossing direction,
and wherein said engaging portion is positioned to
said holding portion through said engaging portion
bearing member.

12. A process cartridge according to Claim 11, wherein
said urging member (49) is integral with said engag-
ing portion bearing (49).

13. A process cartridge (7) according to Claim 11,
wherein said urging member (54) urges said engag-
ing portion (48c) through said engaging portion bear-
ing (49).

14. A process cartridge (7) according to any one of
Claims 11 to 13, wherein said urging member (54,
49) is elastically deformable.

15. A process cartridge according to any one of Claims
1 to 14, wherein said shaft coupling member includes
an Oldham coupling.

16. A process cartridge according to any one of Claims
1 to 15, wherein said developing unit is movably con-
nected with said drum unit and movable between a
contact position for contacting said developing roller
to said electrophotographic photosensitive drum and
a spaced position for spacing said developing roller
from said electrophotographic photosensitive drum.

17. A process cartridge according to Claim 16, further
comprising a space maintaining member (86) mov-
able between an engagement position for holding
said developing unit at the spaced position and a
release position for permitting said developing unit
moving from said spaced position to said contact po-
sition, wherein said space maintaining member is
moved from the engagement position by abutting the
main assembly of the apparatus when said process
cartridge is mounted to the main assembly of the
apparatus.

18. A process cartridge according to Claim 16 or 17,
wherein said developing unit includes a force receiv-
ing portion (31b) for abutting a spacing guide portion
provided in the main assembly of the apparatus to
receive a force for moving said developing unit from
the contact position to the spaced position when said
process cartridge enters the main assembly of the
apparatus.

19. An electrophotographic image forming apparatus for
forming an image on a recording material, said elec-
trophotographic image forming apparatus compris-
ing:

(i) a process cartridge according to any one of
Claims 1 to 18; and
(ii) a main assembly (100A) of the apparatus in-
cluding:

(ii-i) a first rotatable main assembly driving
force transmission member,
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(ii-ii) a second rotatable main assembly driv-
ing force transmission member,
(ii-iii) a main assembly positioning portion
for positioning said process cartridge,
(ii-iv) a movable member movable between
a first position for permitting said process
cartridge to enter the main assembly of the
apparatus of said electrophotographic im-
age forming apparatus in a longitudinal di-
rection of said process cartridge, and a sec-
ond position for urging said process car-
tridge in a direction crossing with the longi-
tudinal direction to position said process
cartridge to the main assembly positioning
portion,
(ii-v) a main assembly locking member, and
(ii-vi) feeding means for feeding the record-
ing material.

Patentansprüche

1. Prozesskartusche (7), die an eine Hauptbaugruppe
(100 A) einer elektrofotografischen Bilderzeugungs-
vorrichtung abnehmbar montierbar ist, wobei die
Prozesskartusche Folgendes aufweist:

(i) eine Trommeleinheit (26);
(ii) eine Entwicklungseinheit (4); und
(iii) ein Drängungsbauteil (54, 49),

wobei die Trommeleinheit Folgendes umfasst:

(i-i) eine elektrofotografische lichtempfindliche
Trommel (1),
(i-ii) einen Halteabschnitt (27f), und
(i-iii) ein Trommelkopplungsbauteil (1c), das an
einem Axialende der elektrofotografischen licht-
empfindlichen Trommel vorgesehen ist, zum
Eingreifen mit einem ersten Hauptbaugruppen-
antriebsübertragungsbauteil (66), das in der
Hauptbaugruppe der Vorrichtung vorgesehen
ist und eine erste Rotationsantriebskraft auf die
elektrofotografische lichtempfindliche Trommel
überträgt, wenn die Prozesskartusche an der
Hauptbaugruppe der Vorrichtung montiert ist,

wobei die Entwicklungseinheit (4) Folgendes um-
fasst:

(ii-i) eine Entwicklungswalze zum Entwickeln ei-
nes latenten elektrostatischen Bildes, das an
der elektrofotografischen lichtempfindlichen
Trommel ausgebildet ist, mit einem Entwickler,
und
(ii-ii) ein Wellenkopplungsbauteil (48) zum Über-
tragen einer zweiten Rotationsantriebskraft von
einem zweiten Hauptbaugruppenantriebskraft-

übertragungsbauteil (53), das in der Hauptbau-
gruppe mit einer zwischen einer Achse des
zweiten Hauptbaugruppenantriebsübertra-
gungsbauteils und einer Achse der Entwick-
lungswalze zugelassenen Abweichungen vor-
gesehen ist, wobei das Wellenkopplungsbauteil
(ii-iii) einen Eingriffsabschnitt (48c) zum Eingrei-
fen mit dem zweiten Hauptbaugruppenantriebs-
übertragungsbauteil umfasst und Empfangen
der zweiten Rotationsantriebskraft umfasst, und

wobei der Eingriffsabschnitt in einer Richtung be-
weglich ist, die die Achse der Entwicklungswalze
kreuzt;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das Wellenkopplungsbauteil an einem Axialende der
Entwicklungswalze vorgesehen ist;
das Drängungsbauteil den Eingriffsabschnitt in der
Kreuzungsrichtung in Richtung des Halteabschnitts
drängt;
wenn die Prozesskartusche in die Hauptbaugruppe
der Vorrichtung kommt, der Eingriffsabschnitt an
dem Halteabschnitt positioniert ist;
wenn die Prozesskartusche durch eine Bewegung
eines beweglichen Bauteils, das in der Hauptbau-
gruppe der Vorrichtung vorgesehen ist, von einer
ersten Position zu einer zweiten Position bewegt
wird, der Eingriffsabschnitt an einem Hauptbaugrup-
penverriegelungsbauteil positioniert ist, das in der
Hauptbaugruppe der Vorrichtung vorgesehen ist,
und die Prozesskartusche an einem Hauptbaugrup-
penpositionierungsabschnitt positioniert ist, der in
der Hauptbaugruppe der Vorrichtung vorgesehen
ist; und
ein Abstand zwischen einer Achse des Eingriffsab-
schnitts und einer Achse der Entwicklungswalze
kleiner ist, wenn die Prozesskartusche an dem
Hauptbaugruppenpositionierungsabschnitt positio-
niert ist, als wenn der Eingriffsabschnitt durch den
Halteabschnitt positioniert ist.

2. Prozesskartusche gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei der
Eingriffsabschnitt an dem Halteabschnitt dadurch
positioniert ist, dass er in die Kreuzungsrichtung ge-
drängt wird, wenn die Prozesskartusche in die
Hauptbaugruppe der Vorrichtung kommt.

3. Prozesskartusche gemäß Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei,
wenn die Prozesskartusche durch die Bewegung
des beweglichen Bauteils von der ersten Position zu
der zweiten Position bewegt wird, der Eingriffsab-
schnitt in eine Richtung gedrängt wird, die die Achse
der Entwicklungswalze kreuzt, um an dem Haupt-
baugruppenverriegelungsbauteil positioniert zu
sein.

4. Prozesskartusche gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 3, wobei, wenn die Prozesskartusche in die
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Hauptbaugruppe der Vorrichtung kommt, der Ein-
griffsabschnitt an dem Halteabschnitt positioniert ist,
sodass eine Achse des Eingriffsabschnitts näher an
der Achse des zweiten Hauptbaugruppenantriebs-
kraftübertragungsbauteils als die Achse der Ent-
wicklungswalze ist.

5. Vorrichtung gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4,
wobei die Prozesskartusche derart eingerichtet ist,
dass, wenn die Prozesskartusche in die Hauptbau-
gruppe der Vorrichtung kommt, die elektrofotografi-
sche lichtempfindliche Trommel von einem Trans-
portband beabstandet ist, das in der Hauptbaugrup-
pe der Vorrichtung vorgesehen ist, und, wenn die
Prozesskartusche an dem Hauptbaugruppenpositi-
onierungsabschnitt positioniert ist, die elektrofoto-
grafische lichtempfindliche Trommel mit dem Trans-
portband in Kontakt gebracht ist.

6. Prozesskartusche gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 5, wobei der Halteabschnitt an einem Rahmen
(27) der Trommeleinheit vorgesehen ist.

7. Prozesskartusche gemäß Anspruch 6, wobei die
elektrofotografische lichtempfindliche Trommel an
dem Rahmen (27) der Trommeleinheit (26) montiert
ist.

8. Prozesskartusche gemäß Anspruch 6 oder 7, wobei
der Rahmen der Trommeleinheit ein Trommellager
zum drehbaren Stützen der elektrofotografischen
lichtempfindlichen Trommel umfasst.

9. Prozesskartusche gemäß Anspruch 8, wobei das
Trommellager angepasst ist, um mit dem Hauptbau-
gruppenpositionierungsabschnitt in Eingriff zu kom-
men, um die Prozesskartusche zu positionieren.

10. Prozesskartusche gemäß einem der Ansprüche 6
bis 9, wobei der Rahmen (27) der Trommeleinheit
(26) eine Kammer (27a) für entfernten Toner zum
Speichern von Toner umfasst, der von der elektro-
fotografischen lichtempfindlichen Trommel (1) ent-
fernt wird.

11. Prozesskartusche gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 10, des Weiteren mit einem Eingriffsabschnitts-
lagerbauteil (49) zum drehbaren und in der Kreu-
zungsrichtung beweglichen Stützen des Eingriffsab-
schnitts, und wobei der Eingriffsabschnitt an dem
Halteabschnitt durch das Eingriffsabschnittslager-
bauteil positioniert ist.

12. Prozesskartusche gemäß Anspruch 11, wobei das
Drängungsbauteil (49) mit dem Eingriffsabschnitts-
lager (49) eine Einheit bildet.

13. Prozesskartusche (7) gemäß Anspruch 11, wobei

das Drängungsbauteil (54) den Eingriffsabschnitt
(48c) durch das Eingriffsabschnittslager (49) drängt.

14. Prozesskartusche (7) gemäß einem der Ansprüche
11 bis 13, wobei das Drängungsbauteil (54, 49) elas-
tisch verformbaren ist.

15. Prozesskartusche gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 14, wobei das Wellenkopplungsbauteil eine Old-
ham-Kupplung umfasst.

16. Prozesskartusche gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 15, wobei die Entwicklungseinheit mit der Trom-
meleinheit beweglich verbunden ist und zwischen
einer Kontaktposition zum in Kontakt bringen der
Entwicklungswalze mit der elektrofotografischen
lichtempfindlichen Trommel und einer beabstande-
ten Position zum Beabstanden der Entwicklungswal-
ze von der elektrofotografischen lichtempfindlichen
Trommel beweglich ist.

17. Prozesskartusche gemäß Anspruch 16, des Weite-
ren mit einem Zwischenraumerhaltungsbauteil (86),
das zwischen einer Eingriffsposition zum Halten der
Entwicklungseinheit an der beabstandeten Position
und einer Freigabeposition zum Zulassen eines Be-
wegens der Entwicklungseinheit von der beabstan-
deten Position zu der Kontaktposition beweglich ist,
wobei das Zwischenraumerhaltungsbauteil von der
Eingriffsposition durch Angrenzen an der Hauptbau-
gruppe der Vorrichtung bewegt wird, wenn die Pro-
zesskartusche an der Hauptbaugruppe der Vorrich-
tung montiert wird.

18. Prozesskartusche gemäß Anspruch 16 oder 17, wo-
bei die Entwicklungseinheit einen Kraftempfangsab-
schnitt (31b) zum Angrenzen an einem Abstands-
führungsabschnitt umfasst, der in der Hauptbau-
gruppe der Vorrichtung vorgesehen ist, um eine Kraft
zum Bewegen der Entwicklungseinheit von der Kon-
taktposition zu der beabstandeten Position zu emp-
fangen, wenn die Prozesskartusche in die Haupt-
baugruppe der Vorrichtung kommt.

19. Elektrofotografische Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung
zum Ausbilden eines Bildes an einem Aufzeich-
nungsmaterial, wobei die elektrofotografische Bil-
derzeugungsvorrichtung Folgendes aufweist:

(i) eine Prozesskartusche gemäß einem der An-
sprüche 1 bis 18; und
(ii) eine Hauptbaugruppe (100A) der Vorrich-
tung, die Folgendes umfasst:

(ii-i) ein erstes drehbares
Hauptbaugruppenantriebskraftübertra-
gungsbauteil,
(ii-ii) ein zweites drehbares
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Hauptbaugruppenantriebskraftübertra-
gungsbauteil,
(ii-iii) einen Hauptbaugruppenpositionie-
rungsabschnitt zum Positionieren der Pro-
zesskartusche,
(ii-iv) ein bewegliches Bauteil, das zwischen
einer ersten Position zum Zulassen, dass
die Prozesskartusche in die Hauptbaugrup-
pe der Vorrichtung der elektrofotografi-
schen Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung in einer
Längsrichtung der Prozesskartusche
kommt, und einer zweiten Position zum
Drängen der Prozesskartusche in eine
Richtung, die die Längsrichtung kreuzt, um
die Prozesskartusche an dem Hauptbau-
gruppenpositionierungsabschnitt zu positi-
onieren, beweglich ist,
(ii-v) ein Hauptbaugruppenverriegelungs-
bauteil, und
(ii-vi) ein Zuführmittel zum Zuführen des
Aufzeichnungsmaterials.

Revendications

1. Cartouche de traitement (7) pouvant être montée de
manière démontable sur un ensemble principal
(100A) d’un appareil de formation d’image électro-
photographique, ladite cartouche de traitement
comprenant :

(i) une unité tambour (26) ;
(ii) une unité de développement (4) ; et
(iii) un élément de sollicitation (54, 49),

dans laquelle ladite unité tambour comprend :

(i-i) un tambour photosensible électrophotogra-
phique (1),
(i-ii) une partie de maintien (27f), et
(i-iii) un élément d’accouplement de tambour
(1c), disposé sur une extrémité axiale dudit tam-
bour photosensible électrophotographique,
destiné à venir en prise avec un premier élément
de transmission d’entraînement d’ensemble
principal (66) disposé dans l’ensemble principal
de l’appareil et à transmettre une première force
d’entraînement en rotation au tambour photo-
sensible électrophotographique, lorsque ladite
cartouche de traitement est montée sur l’ensem-
ble principal de l’appareil,

dans laquelle ladite unité de développement (4)
comprend :

(ii-i) un rouleau de développement destiné à dé-
velopper une image latente électrostatique for-
mée sur ledit tambour photosensible électro-

photographique au moyen d’un développateur,
et
(ii-ii) un élément d’accouplement d’arbre (48)
destiné à transmettre une seconde force d’en-
traînement en rotation d’un second élément de
transmission de force d’entraînement d’ensem-
ble principal (53) disposé dans l’ensemble prin-
cipal, un écart entre un axe du second élément
de transmission d’entraînement d’ensemble
principal et un axe dudit rouleau de développe-
ment étant admis, ledit élément d’accouplement
d’arbre comprenant (ii-iii) une partie de prise
(48c) destinée à venir en prise avec le second
élément de transmission d’entraînement de
corps principal et à recevoir la seconde force
d’entraînement en rotation, et

dans laquelle ladite partie de prise est mobile dans
une direction coupant l’axe dudit rouleau de
développement ;
caractérisée en ce que
ledit élément d’accouplement d’arbre est disposé sur
une extrémité axiale dudit rouleau de développe-
ment,
ledit élément de sollicitation sollicite ladite partie de
prise dans la direction transversale en direction de
ladite partie de maintien ;
lorsque ladite cartouche de traitement pénètre l’en-
semble principal de l’appareil, ladite partie de prise
est positionnée par rapport à ladite partie de
maintien ;
lorsque ladite cartouche de traitement est déplacée
par un déplacement d’un élément mobile disposé
dans le corps principal de l’appareil d’une première
position à une seconde position, ladite partie de prise
est positionnée par rapport à un élément de ver-
rouillage d’ensemble principal disposé dans l’en-
semble principal de l’appareil et ladite cartouche de
traitement est positionnée par rapport à une partie
de positionnement d’ensemble principal disposée
dans l’ensemble principal de l’appareil ; et
une distance entre un axe de ladite partie de prise
et un axe dudit rouleau de développement est plus
petite lorsque ladite cartouche de traitement est po-
sitionnée par rapport à la partie de positionnement
d’ensemble principal que lorsque ladite partie de pri-
se est positionnée par rapport à ladite partie de main-
tien.

2. Cartouche de traitement selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle ladite partie de prise est positionnée
par rapport à ladite partie de maintien par une solli-
citation dans la direction transversale lorsque ladite
cartouche de traitement pénètre l’ensemble principal
de l’appareil.

3. Cartouche de traitement selon la revendication 1 ou
2, dans laquelle, lorsque ladite cartouche de traite-
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ment est déplacée par le déplacement dudit élément
mobile de ladite première position à ladite seconde
position, ladite partie de prise est sollicitée dans une
direction coupant ledit axe dudit rouleau de dévelop-
pement à positionner par rapport à l’élément de ver-
rouillage d’ensemble principal.

4. Cartouche de traitement selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 3, dans laquelle, lorsque ladite
cartouche de traitement pénètre l’ensemble principal
de l’appareil, ladite partie de prise est positionnée
par rapport à ladite partie de maintien de sorte qu’un
axe de ladite partie de prise soit plus proche de l’axe
du second élément de transmission de force d’en-
traînement d’ensemble principal que de l’axe dudit
rouleau de développement.

5. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 4, où ladite cartouche de traitement est configu-
rée de sorte que, lorsque ladite cartouche de traite-
ment pénètre l’ensemble principal de l’appareil, ledit
tambour photosensible électrophotographique soit
espacé d’une bande de transfert disposée dans l’en-
semble principal de l’appareil et que, lorsque ladite
cartouche de traitement est positionnée par rapport
à la partie de positionnement d’ensemble principal,
ledit tambour photosensible électrophotographique
soit contacté par la bande de transfert.

6. Cartouche de traitement selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 5, dans laquelle ladite partie de
maintien est disposée sur un bâti (27) de ladite unité
tambour.

7. Cartouche de traitement selon la revendication 6,
dans laquelle ledit tambour photosensible électro-
photographique est monté dans ledit bâti (27) de la-
dite unité tambour (26).

8. Cartouche de traitement selon la revendication 6 ou
7, dans laquelle ledit bâti de ladite unité tambour
comprend un roulement de tambour destiné à sup-
porter rotatif ledit tambour photosensible électropho-
tographique.

9. Cartouche de traitement selon la revendication 8,
dans laquelle ledit roulement de tambour est conçu
pour coopérer avec la partie de positionnement d’en-
semble principal de façon à positionner ladite car-
touche de traitement.

10. Cartouche de traitement selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 6 à 9, dans laquelle ledit bâti (27) de
ladite unité tambour (26) comprend une chambre de
toner éliminé (27a) destinée à contenir du toner éli-
miné dudit tambour photosensible électrophotogra-
phique (1).

11. Cartouche de traitement selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 10, comprenant en outre un élé-
ment roulement de partie de prise (49) destiné à sup-
porter rotative ladite partie de prise et mobile dans
la direction transversale, et dans laquelle ladite par-
tie de prise est positionnée par rapport à ladite partie
de maintien par l’intermédiaire dudit élément roule-
ment de partie de prise.

12. Cartouche de traitement selon la revendication 11,
dans laquelle ledit élément de sollicitation (49) est
d’un seul tenant avec ledit roulement de partie de
prise (49) .

13. Cartouche de traitement (7) selon la revendication
11, dans laquelle ledit élément de sollicitation (54)
sollicite ladite partie de prise (48c) par l’intermédiaire
dudit roulement de partie de prise (49).

14. Cartouche de traitement (7) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 11 à 13, dans laquelle ledit élé-
ment de sollicitation (54, 49) peut se déformer élas-
tiquement.

15. Cartouche de traitement selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 14, dans laquelle ledit élément
d’accouplement d’arbre comprend un accouplement
d’Oldham.

16. Cartouche de traitement selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 15, dans laquelle ladite unité de
développement est reliée mobile à ladite unité tam-
bour et est mobile entre une position de contact de
contact dudit rouleau de développement avec ledit
tambour photosensible électrophotographique et
une position espacée d’espacement dudit rouleau
de développement dudit tambour photosensible
électrophotographique.

17. Cartouche de traitement selon la revendication 16,
comprenant en outre un élément de maintien d’es-
pace (86) mobile entre une position de prise servant
à maintenir ladite unité de développement au niveau
de la position espacée et une position de libération
servant à autoriser ladite unité de développement à
se déplacer de ladite position espacée à ladite po-
sition de contact, dans laquelle ledit élément de
maintien d’espace est déplacé de la position de prise
par une mise en butée contre l’ensemble principal
de l’appareil lorsque ladite cartouche de traitement
est montée dans l’ensemble principal de l’appareil.

18. Cartouche de traitement selon la revendication 16
ou 17, dans laquelle ladite unité de développement
comprend une partie de réception de force (31b)
destinée à venir en butée contre une partie de gui-
dage d’espacement disposée dans l’ensemble prin-
cipal de l’appareil pour recevoir une force de dépla-
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cement de ladite unité de développement de la po-
sition de contact à la position espacée lorsque ladite
cartouche de traitement pénètre l’ensemble principal
de l’appareil.

19. Appareil de formation d’image électrophotographi-
que destiné à former une image sur un matériau
d’enregistrement, ledit appareil de formation d’ima-
ge électrophotographique comprenant :

(i) une cartouche de traitement selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications 1 à 18 ; et
(ii) un ensemble principal (100A) de l’appareil,
comprenant :

(ii-i) un premier élément de transmission de
force d’entraînement d’ensemble principal
mobile en rotation,
(ii-ii) un second élément de transmission de
force d’entraînement d’ensemble principal
mobile en rotation,
(ii-iii) une partie de positionnement d’en-
semble principal destinée à positionner la-
dite cartouche de traitement,
(ii-iv) un élément mobile, mobile entre une
première position permettant à ladite car-
touche de traitement de pénétrer l’ensem-
ble principal de l’appareil dudit appareil de
formation d’image électrophotographique
dans une direction longitudinale de ladite
cartouche de traitement, et une seconde
position permettant de solliciter ladite car-
touche de traitement dans une direction
coupant la direction longitudinale de façon
à positionner ladite cartouche de traitement
par rapport à la partie de positionnement
d’ensemble principal,
(ii-v) un élément de verrouillage d’ensemble
principal, et
(ii-vi) un moyen d’avance destiné à avancer
le matériau d’enregistrement.
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